Committee Meeting Minutes 12/06/2012

Meeting Started: 20.15

Meeting Ended: 21.05

Present
Tom Cram (Club Chair)
Eleni Price (Secretary)
Jonathan Ellis (Vice Chair)
Louis Richardson (Team Captain)
Arthur Coveney (Equipment Officer)
Philippa Relf (Social Secretary)
Robert Macauley (Records and Publicity Officer)
Absent
Kimberley Taylor (Treasurer) Apology received
Ben Brand (Male Novice Rep)

BUCS Outdoors (to take place on Saturday 16th June at Lilleshall)
Leaving Time: Ashleigh M. will be driving the minibus, which will leave Loughborough at
4.30pm on Friday 15th June.
Louis R. to take two people in his car along with alcohol/equipment. Kim T. will be bringing
Arthur C. and James Waterfield in her car, leaving Loughborough on Friday evening.
Louis R. is returning to Loughborough on Saturday and is able to bring back anyone that
wants to return (max. 2/3)
Tents: We currently have 2 sleeping tents- Arthur C.’s 12 man tent (3 4-man pods available)
and Ashleigh M.’s 4 man tent. Sally O’Hara and Ash M’s second tent to be used for scoring.
James Cram may bring a tent, in which case this will be used on the line.
(This is a later amendment: Mike Furlong has now volunteered a line tent.)
Weather: Apparently the weather forecast is ‘heavy rain’ for Friday and ‘thunderstorms’ for
Saturday. Surprisingly, this was not met with great enthusiasm by shooting committee
members.
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Summer Shooting
Training Times: Tom C. has emailed AU provisional summer shooting time.
Although still to be given definite confirmation, these shooting times should be similar to
the current outdoor shooting times without a Sunday session, as follows:





Tuesday: 17.00-21.00
Wednesday: 17.00-21.00
Thursday: 17.00-21.00
Saturday: 14.00-18.00

Summer Competition: Tom C. has received list of potential summer competitions from
James Cowie. Has sent a list to the club requesting that if anyone is interested in summer
competitions to contact him (Tom, not James) for more information.
Potential Upcoming Competitions include:




Dawn to Dusk Shoot (23/06): An all day shoot at Forester’s in Leicester, starting at
4.30am and finishing at approximately 10pm. Tom C. has emailed Louis R. details
about this. Louis R. to send out to club as it may be interesting due to it being after
the end of term. Louis R. to include in email that transport to this shoot is not
arranged by the club.
BUTTS Field Shoot (23/09): BUTTS Organiser Chris Guerin is organizing a field shoot
prior to the start of the next academic year. Six places are available to each BUTTS
club, teams to be finalized by the beginning of September (Chris Guerin to email out
more details closer to the time). Tom C. will not be shooting at this as he has another
competition on this day.

Equipment
Bosses: Arthur C. has ordered the bosses from Quicks and has received a confirmation email
of his order. Delivery time tbc.
The price of the bosses came to £870, leaving £430 to be spent on other equipment.
Arrows/Bows: The remaining £430 must be spent by 31/07 as this is when the new budget
becomes effective and the old budget is voided.
To purchase:




3 Dozen Arrows
2 intermediate bows
Around 10 Bracers
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Around 10 tabs

Arthur C. to audit bows, bracers, arrows and tabs prior to visiting Merlins.
There should be 300 arrows in total accounted for prior to the start of next academic year.
Budget: The AU has implemented a new system about the budget this year, involving
individual meetings with the Club Chair and Treasurer to finalize next year’s budget instead
of the previous paper method. Tom C. has not yet had a meeting with Adam Rae but has
emailed him to inquire about this, as also wants to increase Archery membership to 70 in
2012/13. Hopefully this will be finalized before the end of this academic year.

Socials
Philippa R. reported 11 people confirmed to attend the end of year social at Moombas on
Thursday 21/06. To keep publicizing this event via email and facebook.
Philippa R. suggested having a BBQ after the fresher’s bazaar to encourage freshers to join
and socialize with the club. Location of BBQ tba.
Tom C. wants to introduce weekly socials in 2012/13 to expand on the social side of the club
and encourage recreational members to continue shooting throughout the year. Suggested
venues: JCs, Spoons, cinema, noodle bar, bbqs, revs.

Freshers 2012
Increased effort to be made to socialize with freshers/improve the social side of the club
next year.
Time and date of the Freshers Bazaar to be announced by AU nearer the time.

A.O.B
Website: The AU has still not confirmed definite date the website will be running. As is not
yet running, it must be kept in mind that information previously sent will now be out of date
and must be updated when the website goes live.
Robert M. to email club about records broken this year and to update website accordingly.
The record-holder must be able to supply the date the record was shot, score, number of
golds, hits/misses and, of course, what round they were shooting.
Tom C. to check current club records and BUTTS records for our club.
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BUCS Money: Jonathan Ellis to hand BUCS money to Tom C. (This has now
been done.)
Mike F. materialized to return outdoor keys, at which point Arthur C. took the opportunity to
commandeer Jon Ellis’ old indoor cupboard key (to replace his old one) off a distracted Tom
C.

Session Rota
Wednesday 13th June: Louis
Thursday 14th June: Tom
Saturday 16th June: Cancelled due to BUCS
Sunday 17th June: Cancelled due to BUCS
Tuesday 19th June: Eleni
Wednesday 20th June: Tom
Thursday 21st June: Louis (also End of Term Social)

Next meeting: Monday 1st October (tbc nearer the time.)
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